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Minister of Foreign Affairs
Amb. Leo Tuominen, Finnish Ambassador
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Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State
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Amb. Mark Evans Austad, US Ambassador
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The President: We are greatly honored to have you here on our
~ -.::t"Bicentennial. It is especially nice for Mrs. Ford and me to be able
S
I:- to reciprocate the hospital ity you gave us just a year ago.
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Kekkonen:

I have had many invitations to corne.

I'm glad I waited until

now.
The President: I am very pleased you got to Michigan also.
them still speak Finnish?

Do some of

Kekkonen: I have a relative there who still doesn't speak English
after 50 years!
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I have two prepared statements to make: one on international relations
and one on our bilateral relations. I would like to read them if I may.
The President: Please go ahead.
Kekkonen: [Reads from text at Tab A] !lIn our opinion the development
of international relations in recent years has been characterized by an
overall reduction of international tension and an improvement in relations
between East and West. It seems that policies aiming at relaxation of
tension have been chosen by political leaders in almost all countries as
the only realistic alternative.
"We are convinced that a continuation of this process is in the long-term
interest of Finland. We hope to see a strengthening of the international
network of co-operation, contacts and exchanges at all levels between
nations. We believe in the usefulness of a durable organized and
institutionalized process to concretize such policies. In this respect,
SALT, CSCE and the talks in Vienna on force reduction in Central
Europe are good examples, however slowly the results emerge from
them.
II The Finnish Government is optimistic about the prospects for the
immediate future. But we think -- and this is something that we
want to stress -- that a positive outcome of the current SALT talks
and some tangible results in Vienna would be of great importance.
We hope to hear more about their prospects from you. We also hope
that the CSCE follow -up meetings in Belgrade next year will further
help to improve the present warm climate.

"A s regards the implementation of the provisions of the Final Act of
the CSCE, the results so far appear to be somewhat uneven, but in
any case not far from what could be expected. Many measures require
time, money, and patience. Some measures that have been carried
out would hardly have been possible without the CSCE.
lIThe Finnish Government is greatly interested in the follow-up to the
Conference, not for its own sake, but in order to promote the continued
process of improving East-West relations in Europe. II
Now to our bilateral relations.
The President: Why don1t I comment on that one first?
coincides with tlhat you have said.
Our efforts • • •
r
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of course, began before I carne into office, but I have continued them
and broadened them. We are pressing forward with the Soviet Union
on SALT. There has been a slowdown since Vladivostok. Then the
troublesome issues of Backfire and cruise missiles. We will continue
our efforts despite the political situation here. We have to move so as
to get an agreement the American people will support. I feel that
General Secretary Brezhnev is proceeding sincerely also. I think
that there is enough flexibility that we can eventually get an agreement.
I can't set a date, but we are hopeful.
On CSCE, your description of progress being uneven is accurate.
Some people here are complaining, especially about the issues in
Basket III. There has been progress on the military aspects. Some
people here didn't want it to start with. We would be happier if the
progress were not uneven, but we hope the Belgrade conference will
register more progress.
On MBFR, it has to move along slowly.
rapidly there also.

We would like to move more

You saw General Secretary Brezhnev recently.

How is he?

Kekkonen: He was ill earlier, but I saw him a couple of weeks ago
and his health seems good now. Earlier some Soviet leaders said
he was so ill he might have to leave his post, but he is better now.
The President: Give him my best.
Kekkonen: The Soviets use the same words that you do on SALT, that
the differences are not very great and can be bridged.
The President: That is our sense.
Kekkonen: [Reads the statement at Tab B on bilateral relations: ]
IITraditionally the political relations between Finland and the United
States are good. There are no problems. We appreciate the under
standing that the United States has expressed towards our approach
to foreign policy, and we have noted with satisfaction that the United
States has expressed her recognition of our role.
"Instead, I feel it necessary to pay attention to our economic relations.
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liTo begin with, I would give some background information on the Finnish
balance -of-payments situation.
liThe return in major OECD countries to more normal levels of economic
activity is gradually having an effect on the demand for Finnish export
products and will, if sustained, facilitate an eventual recovery of the
economy from the recent recession, which was extremely adversely
reflected in the balance of payments situation. Given current prospects
in the OECD area there are indications of substantial improvement in
the Finnish trade account for 1976, and a reduction of the current account
deficit to perhaps half of that in 1975. The major objective of external
economic policies is to achieve a permanently stronger current position
and thus a permanent reduction in the need for external borrowing. The
strength and stability of the current international recovery will to an
important extent determine the success of these policies.
"In spite of the improved general outlook our trade balance situation still
is precarious and far from satisfactory. This applies to the situation in
the trade between our two countries where Finland has had a deep deficit
since 1973. In 1975 it amounted to some 230 million dollars, and was
about 12 per cent of our total balance-of-payments deficit for 1975.
IIAgainst this background it is clear that remedies must be sought. I
take up one major possibility - - icebreakers. Finland has over the
years made continuous efforts to interest United States buyers in
Finnish icebreakers. Now that we understand that the economic
potential of the Great Lakes area has come under a new and close
scrutiny, we naturally hope that there would be better prospects for
bringing these efforts to concrete results. In this context I should
like to remind that Finland on her part has completed and has pending
purchases of passenger aircraft from the United States. Both of these
cases are typical examples of a realistic development of international
division of labour.
IIAnother question that has caused some concern to us is the specialty
steel-products in which a Finnish state -owned company Outokumpu is
interested to enter the United States market. We know that there is a
global quota for new exporters but we hope that it will be applied in a
manner that the interests of Outokumpu, which should be ready to export
to the United States market by April 1977, could be taken care of.
Outokumpu is already a commercial partner to United States firms
and here I refer for instance to its deliveries of chrome to the United
States. II
5E~Rel!lY¥NODIS/XGDS
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We also hope you would look favorably on the expansion of Finnair
routes. We have an application for landing rights on the West Coast.
The President: I recognize the imbalance in trade between us. I
am aware of your proposals to remedy this through the icebreakers
and specialty steel. Let me say we are recovering rapidly from our
recession and as we do, the market for foreign goods will expand
rapidly.
On icebreakers, Transportation Secretary Coleman has done a study.
You are meeting with him tomorrow. I haven't seen the study, but
we are hoping to keep the Lakes open all year. We have two there now, and
I think we will need more. The real question is whether we need big
ones like you build, or whether smaller ones will do.
On specialty steel, we did negotiate separately with three countries
and are on worldwide quotas for the rest of the world. I hope the
situation will improve so that we can end the quotas.
Kissinger: Finnish chrome would help greatly in our problems with
Rhodesia and the Soviet Union.
The President: Is that new?
Kekkonen: We produce 10% of the world's chrome.
The President: Have you tried to sell in the US?
Kekkonen: Only recently.
The President: I hope you would push chrome sales vigorously.
On air routes, I understand that it is under review now.
[Some discussion of air routes, Finnair and Northwest. ]
The President: I am sure Secretary Coleman can give you more in
depth on the icebreakers.
Kissinger: I will talk to Coleman about the foreign policy aspects of it.
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The President: Is your economy improving significantly?
Kekkonen: Not yet.

We are a bit late.

The President: We had a meeting in Puerto Rico about six weeks ago.
I was impressed with the rate of economic improvement in Germany
and France. Of course Italy and Britain have their problems.
[More discussion of icebreakers in connection with Alaskan oil, the
Northwest passage, and pipelines. ]
Sorsa: Are you going to have good grain crops this year?
The President: Corn looks like an all-time high. Wheat is down a bit
from the drought, but it is the second largest in history. Overall, our
agricultural situation is in good shape in export products. Were you
hit by the drought?
Kekkonen: No.

It didn't hit us, just in Europe.

Tornudd: You asked if we were out of the recession. We aren't out of
it yet, because we went into it later and we traditionally follow the West
Europeans in recovery by 6-9 months.
The President: What are your principal exports?
Sorsa: Wood-based products, and some machinery.
Austad:

They are an agricultural export country.

The President: Our principal wood consumer is homebuilding and that
has not recovered too well. We need 1. 8 or two million a year to have
a strong industry.
Kekkonen: We have a lot of prefabricated housing.
The President: Our prefabricated housing has done well because it is
cheaper. Home costs have increased so itl s now priced out of the market.
The average price of a new home is now $40,000.
Kekkonen:
years.

The same thing has happened in Finland over the last three
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The President: Our autos are doing very well this year. The industry
thought small cars would take over, but they have gone for the larger
ones.
Austad: We hope they will go for a particular Ford.
Kekkonen: We wish you well.
The President:

[Some discussion of the campaign. ]
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[Laughter]

International Situation

In our opinion the development of international relations in recent
Y'ears has been characterized bY' an overall reduction of international
tension and an improvement in relations between East and West. It
seems that policies aiming at relaxation of tension ha\ e been chosen
bY' political leaders in almost all countries as the onlY' realistic
a Ite rnative.

We are convinced that a continuation of this process is in the long-term
interest of Finland. We hope to see a strengthening of the international
network of co-operation, contacts and exchanges at aU levels between
nations. We believe in the usefulness cia durable organized and
institutionalized process to concretize such policies. In this respect,
SALT. CSCE and the talks in Vienna on force reduction in Central
Europe are good examples, however slowlY' the results emerge from
them.

The Finnish Government is optimistic about the prospects for the
immediate future.

But we think - and this is something that we want

to stress - that a positive outcome of the current SALT talks and
some tangible results in Vienna would be of great importance. We
hope to hear more about their prospects from

Y'ou. We also hope

that the CSCE follow-up meetings in Belgrade next Y'ear will further
help to improve the present warm climate.
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As regards the implementation of the provision of the Final Act of
the CSCE. the results so far appear to be somewhat unevell, but in
any case not far from what could be expected. Many m.easures require
time, m.oney. and patience. Some measures that have been carried
out would hardly have been possible without the CSCE.

The Finnish Government is greatly interested in the follow-up to the
Conference, not for its own sake. but in order to promote the
continued process of improving East-West relations in Etlrope.

Bilatera 1 reLations between FinLand and the United States

TraditionaLLy the political relations between Finland and the United
States are good. There are no problell1s. We appreciate the under
standing that the United States has expressed towards our approach to
foreign policy, and we have noted with satisfaction that the United
States has expressed her recognition of our role.

Instead, I feeL it necessary to pay attention to our economic reLations.

To begin with. I would give some background information on the
Finnish balance-of-payments

situation.

The return in olajor OECD countries to more normal levels of economic
activity is gradually having an effect on the demand for Finnish export
products and will. if sustained, facilitate an eventual recovery of the
economy fron"l the recent recession. which was extremely adverseLy
reflected in the balance of payments situation. Given cur rent prospects
in the OECD area there are indications of substantial improvement
in the Finnish trade account for 1976. and a reduction of the current
account deficit to perhaps half of that in 1975. The major objective
of external economic policies is to achieve a permanently stronger
current pos ition and thus a permanent reduction in the

need for

external borrowing. The strength and stability of the current
internatio.nal recovery will to an important extent determine the success
of these policies.

- z
In spite of the improved general outlook our trade balance situation

still is precarious and far from satisfactory. Thls appUes to the
situation in the trade between our two countries where Finland has
had a deep deficit since 1973. In 1975 it amounted to 80me Z30 million
dollars, and was about 1 Z per cent of our total balance-of-paymenb
deficit for 1975.

Against this background it is clear that remedies must be sought.
I take up one major possibility - icebreakers. Finland has over the
year. made continuous efforts to interest United States buyers in
Finnish h:ebreakers. Now that we understand that the economic
potentlal of the Great Lakes area has come under a new and ciose
scrutiny, we naturally hope that there would be better prospects
for bringing these efforts to concrete resulb. In this context I should
like to remind that Finland on her part has completed and has
pending purchases of passenger aircraft from the United States. Both
of these cases are typical examples of a realistic development of
international division of labour.

Another que.ti on that has caused some concern to us is the specialty
steel-products in which a FinnIsh state-owned company Outokumpu
is interested to enter the UnIted States ma rket. We know that there
i. a global quota for new

~exporters

but we hope that it will be

applied in a manner that the interests of Outokumpu, which should
be ready to export to the United States market by April 1977, could
be taken care of. Outokumpu Is already a commercial partner to
United States firms and here I refer for instance to its deliveries of
chrome to the United States.
•
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